Exhibit 4 from Deposition of Douglas L. Bailey
EXHIBIT 8
[Graduate]: "Dear high tech company, I'd like to send you my resume."
[Announcer]: Dear Graduate, sorry, Congress is going to give your job to a foreign worker. [Graduate]: "But I've just finished four hard years of technical studies."
[Announcer]: Sorry, besides foreign workers will work for a lot less.
[Announcer 2]: Is this any way to treat American workers? But based on her record, Congresswoman Northrup is likely to vote in favor of the Foreign Worker Bill. Call Congresswoman Northrup and tell her to save our best jobs for American workers. Ask her to vote no on the Foreign Worker Bill.

This message paid for by the Coalition for the Future American Worker.
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[Man1]: "Dear High Tech Company: I'd like to send you my resume."
[Man2]: "Dear Graduate: Sorry, Congress is going to give your
job to a foreign worker." [Man1]: "But, I've just finished working four hard
years of technical studies."
[Man2]: "Sorry, besides, foreign workers will work for a lot less."
(Announcer): Is this any way
to treat American worker? But based
on his record, Congressman Tom
Latham is likely
to vote in favor of the Foreign Worker
bill. Call Congressman Latham and
tell him to save
our best jobs for American workers.
Ask him to vote no on our Foreign
Worker bill.
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[Announcer]: Jim Matheson can't decide what position to take on prescription drug coverage for seniors. He doesn't support the common sense plan passed by the House of Representatives. He doesn't support Bill Clinton's big government plan. Tell Jim Matheson...a big government plan is the wrong way to go. It gives seniors no choice, and it could cause millions of seniors to lose the coverage they already have. Tell Jim Matheson to make a decision.

This issue is too important to ignore. [PFB: US Chamber of Commerce]